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General comments: I think this is an interesting study. My main concerns are that
the introduction needs to include more of a literature review on what is already known
about vegetation effects on flow within meander bends because many of the results
presented (at least in terms of overall vegetation effects, perhaps not effects of den-
sity/vegetation stage) here are similar to previous laboratory studies. I also think that
much of the discussion is highly speculative, which can be fine, but often the specu-
lation exceeds the amount of data needed to be presented to support the suggested
hypotheses.

Specific comments: Page 2, line 2: I would argue that vegetation impacts on altering
the flow velocity itself (e.g. mean flow velocities, velocity profiles) as stated here have
been very well studied. Flow steering, in parentheses, by vegetation has also received
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attention but none of the studies that have investigated this are cited here. For example,
in the discussion you review many of the laboratory studies that have investigated flow
in meander bends with and without vegetation. These studies already demonstrate
that vegetation can steer flow toward the outer bank, which is one of the main points
of this paper. It seems like these studies should be reviewed here to highlight what is
already known, and what is not known that your study is trying to address. What is this
study addressing that has not been previously answered? Right now the motivation for
why this work is needed is not coming through in the literature review.

Page 3, line 18: A bankfull Shields number for a gravel bed river of 0.01 would imply
there is no sediment transport at bankfull flow given that the critical Shields stress is
typically greater than 0.03 (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997) for these rivers. It seems
somewhat unlikely that there is no transport at bankfull? In addition, cross stream and
downstream shear stresses, as well as Shields stresses, are mentioned in the methods
but I don’t ever recall them being quantified in the results or discussion (except a map
of Shields stresses in Figure 4). Why are they brought up in the methods? How did you
distribute the vegetation on the bar? Did it cover the entire bar? Was it only in a certain
zone where you expect vegetation to establish? The results that you obtain seem
like they will be highly dependent on this chosen location and extent of the vegetation
patch. For example, on Page 14, line 15: It is stated that the u and v velocities on the
right side of the downstream of the vegetated bar (Figure 5) approach or equal those
in the thalweg and that this is more pronounced with vegetation density. This is where
the effect of vegetation patch distribution comes into play, if the vegetation patch did
not extend to the channel bank then this is what one might expect. How much of this
result is driven just by the lack of vegetation between the bar and the channel wall (I
am assuming this is what you modeled)? Is such a complete break in vegetation likely
to occur in nature?

Page 14, line 25: v values are not shown for XS2, which is near the bend apex and it is
stated that the presence of vegetation did not really affect the v velocities. If the case
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is being made in the discussion that vegetation will change bank scour and meander
migration, doesn’t this result imply that at the bend apex, although the high downstream
velocity core shifts toward the left bank, the actual direction of the flow is not deflected
more toward this bank with the presence of vegetation? What does this mean for bank
scour at the bend apex?

Page 16, line 15-16: A low velocity region on the bar would imply lower sediment
fluxes, but would not necessarily imply sediment deposition, which is the divergence
of the sediment flux. Sediment deposition would only occur if the vegetation did not
reduce the steering of sediment (sediment supply) into the patch itself. Given that you
show that sometimes flow is steered away from the bar on the bar sides, it seems likely
that the vegetation will also impact how much sediment enters the bar, and therefore
whether deposition occurs.

Page 18, lines 12-27. Much of this discussion does not seem directly related to
any of the results presented above, and in particular the comparisons of three bars
with/without vegetation to state that there is a difference in w/d and channel narrow-
ness is highly speculative. No w/d ratios are provided for the bars to demonstrate this.
I am not clear how only three cross-sections at one study site with no variation in veg-
etation type (just vegetated vs. not vegetated) can be used to infer that floodplains
with herbaceous vegetation may not have narrower channels than those with woody
vegetation. Further, although the vegetated bar does have a deeper thalweg, it seems
to often have lower elevations on the bar, which is contrary to the earlier discussion
that vegetation would cause higher amounts of sediment deposition on bars.

Figure 8 and associated text: Although there are definitely locations where sand is
collocated with vegetation, there are also locations where sand deposits are not located
around vegetation, or that vegetation patches lack sand deposits. Can you provide
more quantitative data to show that sand and vegetation are correlated such as % of
sand patches within a certain distance of vegetation or something similar?
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Technical questions: Page 1, Lines8-9: You mention alternating bars and vegetation
but then discuss bend hydraulics and forces. What kind of forces are you discussing
here? Alternating bars do not have to be associated with bends and it is not clear how
the second half of the sentence is related to the first. The rest of the abstract seems
to be geared toward a bar in a bend, which would normally be called a point bar? This
comment is relevant throughout the paper where bar is used. It might be better to be
more specific here about what kind of bar you mean.

Page 1, Line 11: “with and without varied vegetation parameters” is not clear here. Are
you eliminating the parameters or the vegetation itself? What kind of parameters?

Page 3, line 17: I don’t know if the condition of “few upstream dams” implies that flow
and sediment supply are relatively unregulated. You can have just one dam upstream
that can completely alter the hydrology and sediment supply downstream; it is just not
the number of dams that control these parameters but how the dams are operated. Do
the dams not alter the flow? Does sediment bypass the dams?

Line 9, page 8: How was U_m determined? At a cross-section upstream of the vege-
tation that is free from the vegetation influence?

Lines 4-7, page 9: The dense vegetation case is two orders of magnitude higher than
the sparse case but both are averages on the same bar. It seems like these two
averages should be the same if the average of local densities is representative of what
would occur at the scale of the entire bar. Is this partly driven by the scale over which
the measurements were taken, in that the 20 stems/m2 value is a local measurement
and therefore likely to be higher? Is 20 stems/m2 a realistic value of stem density for
an entire bar; is such an average density found in real rivers over the spatial scale of a
bar?

Line 11, page 9: If you are using the flow depth based on the model run without
vegetation to assign Ac, won’t this skew your Ac values because the actual flow depths
will likely be higher in the presence of vegetation? Also in Figure 2c, there are many
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lines but only three stages of vegetation growth, and it is not possible to tell which
relations were actually used in the model.

Equation (4): What grain size is used and did the grain size spatially vary in the stream,
and in this calculation?

Other methods: How were the stage and nearby discharge used to calculate Q? Why
is stage needed and not just a drainage area correction? How many topographic cross
sections were measured in the channel, what was the spacing of the cross-sections
and what was the actual point density of the DEM in the channel? No information is
provided as to how water surface was measured, where it was measured and how
many data points were measured for a given flow? A 18 cm RMSE for flow depth could
be pretty large, depending on the flow depth magnitude. How large were water surface
elevation and velocity RMSE relative to the flow depths and velocities measured in the
channel? How many measured/log profile velocities were compared to the modeled
velocities to obtain the RMSE? How good were the log profile fits to the measured
velocities; are there large errors in what you are assuming to be measured depth-
averaged velocities?

Figure 5 It would help to have the direction of the v velocity (which way is negative)
noted on the figure or in the caption. There really does not seem to be any change
in the v velocity in the thalweg for the Q2 flow, contrary to what is stated in the figure
caption.

Page 15, line 15: Can you give an example of where dense trees do not have the
maximum impact on the flow velocity as stated here? I don’t remember this being
discussed in the results. Also, you have modeled the drag coefficient for vegetation as
being a constant with vegetation density or plant size, but studies on vegetation have
shown that this coefficient can change with vegetation spacing. How might this impact
your results?

Page 15, line 20: It is stated that vegetation increased the magnitude of v at the down-
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stream end of the channel bend in the thalweg. In the associated figure, v either did
not really change with vegetation or decreased with vegetation, implying instead that
cross stream flow was not necessarily directed more toward the cutbank in this cross
section. Secondary circulation should be present in all of these cross-sections and
therefore, the direction of the v component of velocity will likely depend on the vertical
position in the flow column. So I am not sure how much information the depth-averaged
v provides in terms of the process of bank erosion? Perhaps you can comment on this.

Page 15-16, lines 30-2: What is similar or different in these studies in the outdoor lab
from your study and why are there differences in the studies? The discussion on what
is similar or different is somewhat vague and do not really include hypothesizes why
you might see different results in your model.

Page 16, lines 10-11: It is stated that the flow velocities and shear stresses in the
thalweg in the upstream cross-section are reduced with vegetation but in Figure 7, u is
reduced but v is increased with vegetation and it is therefore not clear what will happen
to shear stress (and sediment transport and erosion), which is not shown.

Conclusion: Please see my earlier comments above about whether vegetation will
cause fine sediment deposition. Certainty this is what others have found, but I am not
sure that the data you present allow you to say that deposition will occur unless you as-
sume that the sediment input to the bar is not changed. It is not clear why cross-stream
sediment transport would be reduced by the changes in flow that are mentioned, can
you provide more information on this? I think the statement that “previously only at-
tributed to bars” is not entirely true given that previous studies in meander bends have
shown that vegetation can direct the flow toward the opposite bank.

Figure 7: In the caption it is stated that v decreased by becoming more negative but
changing from a low negative value to a higher negative value means that the velocity
actually increased because the negative sign only denotes direction. I think that you
mean less negative or at least that is what the figure appears to show to me but I can’t
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really tell what part of “adjacent to the patch” you are referencing hereâĂŤon the left or
the right side?

Comments on supplemental information:

You alternate between u and U being velocity at a given elevation above the bed. I
think you should pick one.

It is not clear to me why you used the log profile fits instead of just using the measured
velocity at 0.37h. Did you not always have this measured data point because of data
exclusion near the water surface? It seems like using the measured values, if possible,
would lead to less uncertainties than fitting a profile and then calculating a mean value
from those fits. Or do you think there are large uncertainties in a given data point,
making the profile fit more reliable? How many data points were used in the velocity
profile fits?

Lines 44-46: I find it slightly confusing what is being compared in this sentence. RMSE
of the modeled values calculated either using the log profile or the extrapolated velocity
values? Does FASTMECH assume a log profile in its calculations of mean velocity? If
so could this partly explain why you obtained lower RMSE when using the log profile
instead of using the extrapolated values to the water surface?

Line 64 Is this a standard error or deviation?
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